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of the Navy.

1. SCOPE AND cLASSIFICATION

1.1 This specification establishes the minimum requirements
for the installation of all types of fixed guns and associated equipment

including ammunition feed and ejection systems in naval aircraft.

Installation details such as mounting arrangements, fastening devices,
etc. ,”for the separate. component equipments of the gun installations are

●
contained on drawings or in other publications specifically applicable to
the various equipments. In addition to installation requirements, certain
functional requirements for components of the installations are contained
herein. Also contained herein are certain inspection and test procedures

applicable to the installations covered by this specification. This

specification does not contain requirements for gun fire contr:l equiPment

or’gun bores ight alignment. See 3.8, 3.9 and 3.11.

1.2 Classification - For the purposes of this specification,

fixed gun installations shall be classified into the following two general
types:

Wing InstailatiOns: Guns mounted in or on the wings.

Fuselage Installations: Guns mounted in the fuselage.

2. APPLICABLE SPECIFICATIONS> OTHER PUBLICATIONS AND DRAWINGS

2.1 The following specifications, standards, drawings, and
publications, of the issue in effect on date of invitation for bids, form’

a Part of this specification to the extent specified herein:

..
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Federal

QQ-A-250/5 ,:(::.;,.

QQ-A-25018 “. . ,“..“”.’”~..
... ! ,,:,, ‘,’.. “,..

Military

MIL-S-5059. ,!.-)- :!,li

MIL-N-6840

MIL-I-8671

MIL-I-8677

MIL-D-8706

MIL-D-8708
NAVAL AIR SYSTEMS COM14AND

SD-24

PUBLICATIONS

NAVAIR Technical M-

NA-11- 1-103
‘NA-11-95-l’ .’ ~~
NA=ll-95-2 ~~

:. .,. .:, .,.

I

Alumiriiim!Alloy 2024, Plate and Sheet

Alurninum:Alloy 5052, Plate and Sheet
... ,, ,,,,

S.teel;:Corrosion-Resisting (18-8) Plate,
Sheet and Strip

Nickel-Chromium-Iron Alloy; Plate Sheet
and Strip

Installation of Droppable Stores and
Associated Release Systems in Naval
Aircraft

Installation of Armament Control Systems
and Associated Equipment in Naval

Aircraft

Data and Test, Engineering; Contract

Requirements for Aircraft Weapon
Sys terns

Demonstration Requirements for Airplanes

General Specification for the Design and
Construction of Airplanes for the

United States Navy - Vol I

,, ;,
Feed Mechanism Mk 7, MOD 2, 20~
M3 Gun and ANM2 Feeder
20MW Aircraft Gun, Mk.,12 Mod. 0. ..

Maintenance Instructions with
Illustrated Parts Breakdown

●
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● MIL-I-8670A(As)

PUBLICATIONS (Cont. )

NA-1’1-95M6lA1- 1 M61A1 20MM Automatic Gun

NA-11-95M89-1 M89 Declutching Feeder

NA-11-95M197-1 M197 20tfM Automatic Gun

(Copies of specifications, standards, drawings, and publications required by
suppliers in connection with specific procurement functions should be ob-
ta~ned from the procuring acti~ity or & directed by the contracting officer. )

3. RSQUIREMJZNTS

3.1 Materials - Materials used in fixed gun installations shall

be of the highest quality suitable for the purpose. The materials shall be

in accordance with applicable government specifications. Selection and

substitution of materials shall be made in accordance with requirements of
Specification SD-24, or the applicable Aircraft Detail Specification.

3.1.1 Materials for ammunition boxes and chutes - Materials used
in the construction of ammunition boxes, feed chutes and ejection chutes

●
shall be in accordance with the follo”ing specifications, listed in order

of preference:

QQ-A-250/5: For

MIL-N-6840 : For

MIL-S-5059 : For

QQ-A-250/8: For

boxes only

boxes and ejection chutes only

boxes; feed and ejection chutes

boxes

3.1.2 Materials for blast tubes -

struction of blast tubes shall be resistant
gases. (See 3.13.3).

and ejection chutes only

Materials used in the con-

to corrosion caused by hot gun

3.2 Required guns and annnunition feed and ejection systems -

Tbe number and type of guns and government furnished or contractor furnished

equipment to be installed in any particular model aircraft shall be as
specified in applicable Aircraft Detail Specification.

3.2.1 All parts and equipment necessary for the proper operation
of the g“n and ammunition feed and ejection, system (s), which are nOt
specified in the Aircraft Detail Specification as government furnished,
shall be furnished and installed by the contractor as required.

3
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MIIi-.1-867OA(AS) ~-, o
Installation of contractor furnished parts and, equipment shall be subject

to Naval Air Systems Command approval. Use of new-type equipment proposed’
by the contractor will be considered by the Naval Air Systems Command, but
shall not be installed in lieu of specified government furnished or approved-

tYPe contractor furnished. equipment, unless specifically approved by’ the
Naval Air Systems Command.

3.3. Required a~unition loads - The gun installations in the
aircraft shall provide for accommodation of the full ammunition load for

each gun. Unless otherwise specified in the applicable Ai,rcraft Detail
Specification, a full load shall consist of a sufficient “number of”rounds
to permit a total of 9.0 seconds minimum firing time at” the normal rate of
fire of the gun. The ammunition load shall be contained in as few boxes,
or drums, as necessary. Although one container for each gun is preferable,
the type and number of containers installed for each gun shall be in ac-
cordance with the aircraft detail specification.

The capacity of the ammunition feed chutes may be utilized
for containing a portion of the fdl load, but, if so used, the feed chutes

must be designed with separate convenient access for loading the ammunition

which is in excess of the box capacity.

3.4 Location of guns - Guns shall be so located that the distance
between the guns and the line-of-sight shall be a minimum consistent with
aircraft design, with location requirements for other adjacent equipments

and with satisfactory operation of the guns and gun firing control equip-
ment in the aircraft. The location of the guns shall be such that the re-

coil and blast forces produced by. firing will cause no damage to the air-
craft structure, instruments, and equipment in the aircraft and will cause
no impairment to the operation of the power plant, or other aircraft com-
ponents. Special attention shall be given to the location of the guns with

respect to electronic equipment; maximum seperaticm shall be maintained

between gun supporting structure and electronic equipment supporting struc-

ture. in order to prevent malfunction of the electronic equipment due to gun
firing vibration. When more than one gun is installed at a station, each

gun shall be located as close as practicable to the adjacent gun; the dis-

tance between guns to be a minimum consistent with accessibility require-
ments. (See3 .17). Guns shall be, so located with respect to the e.g. of

-the aircraft such-that the yawing and pitching-moments caused by firing a

4 second burst from all guns $Io”not reduce more than 2 roils deflection of
the f@ I at 800 yds. The gun firing electrical controls such as’relays,
po”’er, supplies, etc. shall be located sufficiently remote from the guns

.to prevent accidental tripping or malfunction resulting frOm gun ‘iring
vibration. For alignment see paragraph 3.8.

.:
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3.4.1 Location with respect to propeller disks - Guns shall be
properly located so that in any of the required positions of boresight

alignment, (see 3.8), adequate” clearance as iequ~red in 3.16.1 is allowed
between the line-of-fire of each gun and the propeller disk (s).

3.4.2 Muzzle location - The location of gun muzzles in the fuse-
lage or wings shall be in accordance with the aircraft detail specification.

The muzzles of the guns shall be displaced a sufficient distance from acf-

jacent radomes or antenna to prevent fatigue failure of the radome or an-
tenna from gun blast. This will require consideration of gun blast pressure
patterns under static and dynamic firing conditions up to the maximum Mach

No. of the airplane. Available gun blast “information will be furnished by
the Naval Air Systems Command upon request. The gun muzzles shall be
adequately loca~ed with respect- to je~ engine air-intakes in order tO Prevent,

to ~he maximum extent possible, the entrance of gun muzzle gas into the engine
air intake. In meeting this requirement, consideration must be given to

the air flow around the engine air intake and the gun muzzles during firing

under dynamic flight conditions up to the maximum Mach No. and maximum alti-
tude of the aircraft.

3.4.2.1. Location of muzzles in wings - In wing gun installations,
the muzzles shall emerge at points on the wing on the forward extremity of
the leading edge of the wing or as near to it on the underside of the lead-

●
ing edge as is compatible with satisfactory aircraft and gun performance.

3.4.2.2 Location of muzzles in fuselage - Fixed guns installed in
the fuselage shall be properly located so that the adverse effect of gun
flash and gun smoke on the pilot’s vision is minimized. The muzzles shall

emerge at a point below the horizontal plane which passes through the fore-
most point of the nose of the aircraft with the aircraft in level flight

attitude.

3.4.2.3 Location of “guns with respect to other weapons - The guns

shall be so located that there will be no mutual interference between the
trajectories of the gun projectiles and rockets or other weapOns fired Or
released from the aircraft within the minimum target range determined by

the armament tontrol system.

3.4.2.4 Locat<on’of ‘guns in jet aircraft .- In jet aircraft che

guns shall be so located & not to cause engine flame out or,compressi-

bility stall ”during or immediately after firing. Should this not be

practicable, other means shall be provided to prevent the above engine
malfunction.

5
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3.5 Location of ammunition containers and feed chutes -

Ammunition boxes, drums, and their respective feed chutes shall be so 10cated

and installed as ot provide a rapid, uninterrupted movement of ammunition

to the g:: feed mechanism. Installation shall be such that maximum “G” loads

in the vertical plane do not interfere with the passage of the ammunition to

the feed mechanism (See 3.14).

3.6 Strength requirements for gun installations - Adequate

strength shall be provided in the gun mOunts, attaching fittings> brackets,

supporting members and carry-through structures consistent with the strength

of the aircraft structure for all combinations Of translational and rotational
velocities and accelerations for which the Aircraft Detail Specification
requires that the aircraft be designed. The design-ultimate and design-yield

factors of safety ’shall be as specified in the Aircraft Detail Specification.

The strength of the gun mounts and supporting structure ”shall be adequate

to withstand all loads inposed upon them by the reaction forces which occur

when the guns are fired singly and simultaneously during under “g” 10ads speci-
fied in 3.14. The design loads must be carried from th~ trunnion and dis-

tributed into the primary aircraft structure in a ~nner which will Prevent

local distortion and fatique failures. The installation shall be constructed

to withstand firing, (without defects resulting) of 30,000 rounds (minimum)
from each gun in bursts of 100 rounds minimum per gun from all guns fired

simultaneously with cooling periods of minimum duration between bursts as
required to prevent overheating of guns.

3.6.1 Gun reaction forces - Fore and aft reactiOn fOrces shall be
considered to act along the barrel centerline Of the guns. The value of the

average reaction forces considered shall be in accordance with data contained
on the applicable Naval Ordnance gun drawings and NAVAIR and NAVORD gun man-
uals. ‘fhe natural period of vibration of the gun mounts and supporting -

structure shall be sufficiently different from the fundamental and harmonic
periods of vibration of the guns to avoid resultant detrimental’eff ects to

the mounts, the guns or to the aircraft equipment during firing. (See

paragraph 3.4. also. )

3.6.2 Fabrication of gun mounts and SUPP orting structure - The

gun mounts shall have no loosely fitted parts or linkages which will cause

impact ‘a”sthe”’mount or parts thereof change position in response to the

forces applied by. the gun durin8 firing. Forged fittings and riveted, bolted

or welded assemblies’ may be used in the fabrication of ,gun mounts. and sup-

ports. Welded assemblies shall. be subjected to 100% inspection. clamps

shall not be used for attaching the gun mount to the aircraft structure.

6
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3.7 Adjustment provisions for gun mounts - The design of the
mounts shall facilitate adjustment of the guns in accordance with the fol-

lowing requirements: A minimum” of 3° (total excursion) of adjustability
with 2%” downward in elevation and %“ upward from the mean position plus

or minus 1° in azimuth shall be provided in the mounts. See MIL-I-8677
for mean position. Adjustment within the specified limits shall be possible

without relocation of the mounts on their supporting structure. The gun
mounts, when adjusted. to any required position, shall be sufficiently

rigid toprevent firing dispersion or malfunction of the guns due to slip-
page of the mounts during firing as required in 3.6. (Allowance shall be

made in the adjustment provisions for correction of alignment errors re-

sultirig from manufacturing tolerances and distortion caused”by gun firing. )

3.7.1 Adjustmentin wing installations- The mounts in wing gun
installationsshall provide for an adjustmentof the guns in the horizontal
plane from convergenceat 800 yards to convergenceat 250 yards and 3“ in
the verticalplane as requiredin.paragraph3.8:

3.7.2 Adjustment in fuselage installations - The mounts in fuse-

lage gun installations shall provide for a 1° adjustment of the guns in
the horizontal and 3° in the vertical planes so that the gun barrel center-
lines extended can be aligned as required in paragraph 3.8.

3.8 Boresight alignment of guns - The alignment of the fixed

guns shall be in accordance with the g“n alignment criteria and require-
ments as st)ecified in MIL-I-8677. Bores ighting fixtures shall be provided
as require~ in the above referenced specification.

3.8.1 Boresight retention - Each single-barrel fixed gun shall

retain its bores ight, within a circle about the original bores ight of two

roils radius while firing 1000 rounds of ammunition. During the firing

period, the aircraft shall have engaged in normal flight and the guns shall
have been removed and reinstalled at least once. Retention of boresight

and requirements for multi-barrel guns shall be in.accordance with the ap-
plicable aircraft detail specification.

3.9 Gun removal - Fixed guns shall be installed in a manner

which will enable a ground crew of two m,e? to remove all guns in a maximum

time of fifteen minutes and reinstall all guns in a maximum time of twerity-
five minutes; (this requirement does not apply to installations containing
more than six guns) if the above time limits exceed the time required for
refueling theaircraft (see 3.15.2) the refueling time shall apply in lieu

of the above maximum time limits for removal and reinstallation of guns.

I
Removal of the guns for servicing and reinstallation shall be possible with-
out disturbing the boresight adjustment of the gun mounts. Arrangement of

pneumatic lifies, electrical connections, hydraulic lines, chuting shall
prevent incorrect connections and accidental interchange of lines, etc. be-
tween guns.

7
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●
Shafts, pins, etc. used to secure the gun to the mounting arrangement shall

have lead in centering chamfers to facilitate ease of assembly and shall be

equipped with an approved locking arrangement. Safety wiring shall not be

required for retaining these shafts, pins, etc. in place.

3.10 Gun ‘charging, cleari’ng and safin ~ - A suitable hydraulic,

pneumatic or electrical charging /clearing /safing system as specified in the
Aircraft Detail Specification shall be installed for all guns (single bar-

rel, multi barre,l, revolver, rotary, self or externally powered). For self

powered single barrel guns, provisions shall be included in the installation

whereby the gun bolts or rounds are securely held in the.rear “out of battery”

safe position automatically by means of the charging /clearing /safing system

when not firing. For multi-barrel externally powered rotary guns that eject
the spent cartridge cases overboard, a solenoid actuated declutching feeder
or similar arrangement should be used which prevents annnunition from entering

the gun until firing is initiated. This safes the gun by stopping the flow
of ammunition to the gun and ensures that all rounds left in the gun are
fired before rotation ceases. For rotary gun systems that retain the spent
cartridge cases and unfired rounds, a clear ingfsafing arrangement employing a

solenoid actuated mechanism or similar arrangement shall be used to keep the

gun bolts in thesafe-rear position and for clearing live ammunition from the
gun after each burst and at the end of firing. To prevent cambering of live

ammunition by the gun bolts when the gun/aircraft is on the ground, a suitable
safing tool shall be installed on the gun to mechanically hold the gun bolts
in the rear/safe position. Selective gun charging/clearing/+ afing shall be
provided for multiple installations to enable separate charging, etc. of each

gun, each group, such as inboard guns, or upper and lower, or the right hand
and left hand guns. Provisions, also, must be provided for charging, etc.
all guns simultaneously. Pneumatic, hydraulic or electrical systems used
to control charging, etc. shall be separated from or fused off from other
aircraft systems ope=ating from the same po”er source.

3.11 Gun firing controls - All necessary wiring, fuses, connectors,
switches , other electrical system components a“d the electric trigger control

(except government furnished equipment) shall be furnished and installed by
the aircraft contractor as required to select and fire the guns. Selectivity
shall be provided for firing each gun separately, or eaCII group SePS.I-atelY

(such as inboard or outboard, upper and lower, and right hand and left hand
guns) and all guns simultaneously. Wiring” circuits shall conform to Bureau
of Aeronautics drawing numbers listed .in the applicable Aircraft Detail speci-
fication. The voltage of the system wfll be specified in ti,eAircraft Detail
Specification. The contractor shall install the necessary equipment for pro-
viding the specified power to the gun installation components.

.
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,..3:12 .,:.. Gun ~rid”;a~un”it~&i~heitirig~~If-.ieqti~red;.gim heatin’g!and
cooling ,provisions ,shall b“e [; specified in’’~he a“p’plicable Aircraft Detai.)ll:!

,,, .:.:. ,,),
.:...! ,., ,’Spgcificat~Oti. .’. ,, ‘“”, “, ., ,., “.’. i , y .,i.,.!.~!,,:...

,,

3.13. “Blast tubes and’blast SUPP ressibn ‘devices ~ If the’g’u’s fi~e~
installed so that the muzzles are recessed within the fuselage or wing-s,-..;

suitable. blast, tubes shall ‘be i~stalledtb c~nvey the blast piessure:itid’g”un
muzzle gas outside the fuselage or-wing surfice$.’, The size and design of

the, tubes shall permit adjustment of ’thegtiis & specified in paragraphs.,-.
,..

3,.7.,and,:,3.8,.(,.,Blasg,tgbes shkl~”be instblledc bncen”iric’tiith tlie,gtin.barrel
4 .,!..,.!.

centerline within *:15 inch with” t;deguk’ ~a;~dl””iri~its:~md~nbtireiiglit’>align-
ment. The tubes shall be of adequate size and shap#’”t6 prevent adverse ‘

effects on the trajectory of the projectile and to prevent damage to the

tubes in,any positionof gun adjustment required by-paragraphs 3.7 and 3.8.

Blast, tubes shall be removable for replacement. Blast deflection and muf-

fling devices shall be installed as necessary to’pievent’ gun blast damage on
adjacent structures and equipment and to prevent adverse effect on engine
performance. Information on design criteria for blast suppression devices
will be furnished on request by the Naval Air Systems Command.

3.13.1 Strength requirements for blast tubes - Strength of blast

tubes shall be sufficient to withstand the forces resulting from the blast
pressures encountered at the gun muzzles. Any part of the aircraft which

is exposed to blast pressure shall be reinforced sufficiently to”withstand
the maximum loads resulting from the blast pressures. For certain instal-

lation conditions the magnitude, of the blast pressures could be obtained
from the Naval Air Systems Command. If these are unavailable the contractor

may be required to determine these. pressures’empirically or analytically and

have the results submitted t.oNaval Air Systems Command for approval.

3.13.2 Gas tightness in blast tubes - The blast tubes shall be gas

tight and shall be installed in the aircraft in a manner which will” prevent
gun gas in the tubes from entering into the aircraft.

3.13.3 Blast ‘l!ubeTemperatures - The gun blast tubes shall be installed

in a manner which will prevent excessive heating of adjacent structure.
Blast tube temperatures of 1000” F shall be considered in conjunction with
the muzziel,pr.es~,vre,s,,d~s;.:ss$d,+n:pa~?gr,a~h 3.13.1. ‘;

, ,..,.J,... :,,.......... ,; :.,, .:.,,,.:,.,.,: ,:
.,.,, . ,,,.

3.13..4. Gun.blast strength reqbirernents’for adjac’e’ntstructures Y. ,

Suitable,,re.infgr.cementshall be protiide~”EO.pre~ent’gufi blast-damage tO’

adjacent structure of the aircraft. Inforrna?ion concerning gun blast pres-
sures for various aircraft guns can be obtained from’ the Naval Air Systeti

Command upon request.

9
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3.13.5 Ventilationof gun compartments- A suitablemeans shall be
provided for preventingthe accumulationof gun gases in the gun compart-
ments. Gun gas collectionor gun compartmentventilationshall’be employed.
Ventilationor gun gas collectionshall be adequateto prevent gun‘gascon-
centrationsexceeding90 percent of the lower explosivelimit after firing
a minimum of 100 rounds (or six $eco”ds.of fire, whichever is greater)per
gun from all guns in a single burst. The gun installationsshall be adequate
to prevent“thegun gases and gases from the case and link stowage compart-
ments and unventilatedportion of the aircraft. A positivemeans for pre- .
venting gun gas explosions in any part of the ,aircraft shall be provided.
Measurements of,g“” g% concentration sha.}l,b,ernade ,by.government approved

‘gas measurement equipment.
,:. ,.!..:~.,:), ,,. ,

3.14 AmmunitionHandling-Feedand EjectionSystems - The ammunition
feed system installedfor each gun shall include one (or more, if necessary)
ammunitionboxes or storage containersand suitablefeed chutes for supplying
the requiredfull load of ammunitionto each gun. The ammunitionfeed system
should be designed to functionadequatelyand insure the uninterruptedoperation
of the guns under acceleration and “g” loads without the use of ammunition

boosters. However, if tests show that operation of the system is not satis-
factory without boosters, suitable feed assist mechanism, energized by a
source other than the gun, itself, shall be installed. Systems utilizing

ammunition storage drums, containers, etc. , which are not removed, from the
aircraft for loading, shall be equipped with. a suitable manual and powered
arrangement to “plead and download linked and linkless ammunition as required.
Ejection chutes shall be provided to carry the expended cartridge cases and

links from the gun to suitable storage compartments or outside the aircraft.

The ammunition handling feed and case and link ejection arrangement shall

be designed and installed in accordance with the access and clearance require-
ments of paragraphs 3.15 and 3.17. ‘l’hegun’s ammunition handling feed and

ejection systems shall operate satisfactorily at all altitudes, flight speeds
and “g” loads requtred in paragraph 3.16.3 of MIL-D-8708.

3.14.1 Adiustment provisions for feed chutes, ejection chutes and

accessories - A suitable means shall be provided for adjusting the position
of feed chutes, ejection chutes and related accessories as necessary to in-

sure their proper functioning for any of the b“oresight positions of the guns
required in paragraph 3.6. A min:i,rnurnlength (compressed state) of fOur and

a maximum not to exceed sixteen Incfi[;”of fleiible feed dh6te Tihall be in-
stalled at-the gun end of the chute to facilitate adjustment of feed chutes
forsingle barrel fixed,guns. The remainder, of the chute shall be rigid

to prevent de-linking of ammunition ,which ‘occurs wheri,moving auraunition”whips
in the flexible ..chu%ing. ,. ,,

,,
,.

,,.

,,1 ...,..

f..
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,:, ,,,.,:$.i~.j’,, F .. .:”’~
.,.,

r~ct~on reduction i’nammuniti-on fee:d‘;n”d-ejecttbn ‘systems -

The, inside sui’facii,”of‘d.niiii-ni’ti”tifiboxes-shall E:’:rno?fh’ifidle~.ti<:+y fre?’

of,,any obs’truc~ion ,to the, a’imiuni;ion as i< ’is remobe~ ‘from the box during’
the, operat<on’.of the gun. ‘lfie.’iqnersurfaces of’ ttiefee~ and ejectib~

chutes .shal,lbe ‘srno~bth‘and highly “POi<s,hed,.,to‘a‘rninirntirn‘of.16’rnic,roiic.h::~
to reduce friction,.,andshall:be’”freeof sharp,cor,ners,<and edges,”-b,rOthei
pro’t~usio”iswhich,might~ob-strtict”’the’”cQnt.~ri~oui””passage:ofthe..amqhrii~ion.
All screw an~-ri~~~’heads”s’~all’’b~7f~u~~’ti~t~~ke”{ris’i’di’-sur”fd~es”:”“~6’b&lt-
retainingspringsshall be placed in the feed“chutes. Sharp twists or
turns in the feed chutes that will cause frictionshall not be acceptable.
Overlapsof the structurematerialused in feed and ejectionchutes shall
be in the directionof the flow of ammunitionin order to avoid obstructions
to ammunition,links and expendedcases.

3.14.2.1 Feed rol~ - Anti-friction rollers or other suitable means

UMIY be installed in the a~unitiOn ~Oxes tO reduce a~unition belt drag’,~f
excessive belt drag is encountered. The rollers shall be of the proper

diameters and spacing, as required by the size and contour of the rounds,,
to insure level feed of the rounds.

3.14.3 Ammunition boxes or drums - Ammunition boxes or drums shall
be provided in accordance with the applicable aircraft specification.
The.boxes shall be easily and conveniently removed by hand without the use
of tools. The shape of the boxes shall conform closely to the space in

w“hich the installation must be con~ained to avoid shifting during flight.
The maximum gross weight of each loaded box shall not exceed one hundred

and fifty pounds. The maximum internal width of the box shall not exceed

the length of the round plus 1/16 inch clearance’ between each end of the
round and the box sides. A drawer-pull and a suitable handle(s) arrange-

ment shall be provided to serve as a locking device to secure the box in
position and to facilitate handling. Anti-friction rollers or buttons shall
.be installed on the box or on the tracks, if necessary, to facilitate the

loading and removal of the box. The bottom of the box shall be adequately

shaped and reinforced to,preve.nt.,damage t? ~h.~,~f,~,.,.when,tb?Lrl~~~~~~,~O:i.~
siid:rac`ross:;rough,decksi:o.r.:fl.o.or.s~.,,,,A ,@qaip,,h0.1_e:,a4~.qi.?Ye~:~0,~l:mlnate
moisture -accumulation :shall be placed ,ineach ,bottorn’corner, of f’@>;~Mu~~tiOn
box, :.SuitableTprovis ions shall be.made in bo,x& io preverit jamming of’the

~~.belt~at the ‘entrance .ofi..thefeed ch:te:o~. foulirikof. the +~,tifii~ig~be~~~

within the box. during, maneuvers under conditions indicated in par’ag~ph’3.14..

’11
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Belt layer, separators shall be provided in layer-type, ammunition boxes in

order t? assure ”a’>mtioth,flow””bf“armnunition from the”box. The- s’eparhtois
shall prevent link to link contact between the layers of the’belt. Figure 1
illustrates a typical belt layer separator installation. Ammunition
channels may be used, in,lieu of boxes. The internal dimension of channels
shall conform to those of ammunition feed chutes. Ammunition drums “may be
provided if rnulti,-barrel“fixed guns are installed in the fUSelage Of the

aircraft. Easy acc&s for removal and servicing of the drum shall be pro-

vided. The drum shall have sufficient strength and stiffness to prevent

de forma~ion during operation and handling. Hand hold or hoist attachment
points shall, be provided as necessary to the drum to facilitate handling,

during rearming and maintenance. ,,’

3.14.3.1 Mounting provisions for ammunition boxes - The ammunition

box(es) shall be mounted so that the lowemOst layer Of the belt is either
at or above the gun feed level and at ri~ht angle to the centerline of the

gun (i.e. with rounds parallel to the gun barrel centerline) in its average
boresight position (or as close to right-angle as design space and weight
considerations will permit) . (See 3.8) . The supporting structure for the
ammunition box or drum shall be constructed with sufficient strength and

rigidity to withstand the stress loads to which it will be subjected with
the box fully loaded and the aircraft operating under flight conditions

~pOsing the maximum design acceleration for tbe”aircraft. (See 3.14).
The mounting shall be arranged so that two men may conveniently mount the
required ammunition load without use of special tools or handling equipment
unless othetiise specified by the applicable aircraft detail specification.
The total capacity of the ammunition boxes and feed chutes shall be in

accordance with paragraph 3.3. Ammunition channels, if used in lieu of

boxes, shall be removable for repair and replacement. Access doors or

panels shall be provided for removing ammunition jams from the channels.
The drum capacity for multi-barrel guns shall be in accordance with the ap-
plicable aircraft detail specification.

3.14.3.2 Multiple boxes - If space or weight limitations make it

necessary, more than one box may be provided for each gun to meet the re-
quirements of 3.3 and 3.14.3. If two or more boxes are to be installed in

close proximity, it shall be possible to’replace the boxes for each gun
without disturbing the boi(es) for the other guns. Each box in. the gun in-

,stallaiiofi’shail be pro’vided with : positive locking device (se? 3.14.3)

which will hold the’box securely in its proper position and in proper ad-
justment (se: 3:14.1). In multiple box Installations, provisions shall be

included: whicli will insure unobstructed continuous feeding of the ammunition

from all boxes in accordance with requirements of paragraph 3.14.
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Self-adjusting false box bottoms or other satisfacto”~ devices may be pro-
vided for this purpose if necessary. See paragraph ~;.1.l for box material
requirements. Where aircraft design makes multiple-boxes necessary, con-
sideration shall be given to use of integral compartments for the ammuni-

tion. .,
. - .’..: .,

3.14.4 Ejected c“ase and link discharge provisions - Adequate
provisions shall.”be’”ifis”talled,as‘part .of the gun,in$tallatiOn in the air-
craft for convreyfqg t.heejected cases ind.lin%. f.rOm all guns. The cases

and links sha,::;,,b,e:~+~fi~a~ged~ither free of t~e a“ir”c.raf.t-.printo a suit-
able compartmeqti }s~.:equ:red by the Ai,~raft ~etail Spe Cif;~CatiOn. Where
the links and c~es” are retained, adequate space and distribution methods

shall be provided so that no jamming will occur due to pile up of links

and cases. Where the.liriks and cases are discharged free of the aircraft,
it should be d.in’ein such a manner and at sufficient velocity that no hits
due to links and cases are sustained by the aircraft.

3.14.4.;1 Case ejection chutes - Caes ejection chutes shall be of
minimum length compatible with the aircraft design and shall be constructed

with the minimum number of bends and twists. Separate chutes shall be pro-
vided for each gun. The case ejection chutes should be designed to follow
the normal path of the expended cases as ejected from the gun. For gun<
which eject cases perpendicular to the centerline of the bore of the gun,

the cross sectional size of the case ejection chute shall be adequate to
permit unobstructed passage of a complete cartridge; this will require that
the minimum inside Iingitudinal dimension of the chute cross section shall

be equal to the maximum inside width of the annnunition box as specified in
3.14.3. Case ejection chutes which bend to the right or left of the center-
line of the bore shall have sufficient width so that a complete round of

ammunition can pass through the chute endwise. For guns which eject ex-

pended cases fore’or aft, a cylindrical chuting shall be used. The radii
of bends in these chutes shall be as large as practicable and shall be ad-

equate to prevent obstruction to the passage of a complete round of an-
muni tion. Where case chute exits are adjacent to one another or combined,
the cross sectional’ area of the combined chute exits shall be equivalent

to the sum of the areas of the several chutes. Detailed characteristics
of ejected case chuting for guns which eject fore ,and aft will be furnished
by the Naval Air Systems Cmmwind upon reques,t~:-~al.ls.,bf all ejection chutes

which receive the initial im~~ct of the~=j~c~’:d<;c:~es<’<hallbe reinfOre@d
to prevent failure of the chutes with”iri~!hese’~a’ieas. For ejected case chute

material requirements, see 3:i.1. At- ;he gun end the chutes shall be ad-.

justable to permit the gun adjustments required in 3.7. The exit ends of

the chutes shall guide the cases in a direction which will insure positive

discharge of the case from t~> aircraft. .See 3.16.
..
!., ..

:>
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3.i4.4.2 ‘ Link ej&ti6n “chutes’~Link ejectionchutestiaybe of
the.rigid or flexibletype. The chutes shall be of minimumIingth con+
patiblewith the aircraft,design and shall be constructed’with a minimum
number of bends and twists. A separ’ate’l’inkchuteshall be provided for
each gun. A cross sectional size of the link ejection chutes shall be no

larger than:is necessary to permit’ unobstructed passage of the links. The

cross sectional ,shape of the chutes shall conform generally to’the shape

of links. The radii of bends, turns and twists in tbe cb”tks shall be as

large as practicable and, in every case, shall be adequate to prevent ob-

struction to the passage of the links. The inner surfaces of the link .

ej%ction chutes shall b: in accord?n~ewith 3.14.2. The exit ends of ttie,.,,.,
.chtitesshall guide <the links ‘in ‘a”dirdcti”~n-whicti’till fndtic>e,sep”zirdtion

of the link belt and positive discharge from the aircraft. See 3.16.

3.14.4.3 Mounting requirements for case and link ejection chutes -

The case Ad link ejection chutes ”shall be mounted sufficiently rigid to
withstand the stress loads to which they will be subjected when the guns

are fired under flight conditions indicated in 3.14 and under firing con-

ditions specified in 3.6. The arrangement of the chutes shall enable sat-

isfactory operation of the guns in any of the required bores ight positions.
The chutes shall bedesi!zned for auick and .easv attachment .and removal and,.,
where necessary, to prov~de means for easy boresight adjustment. Removal

and installation of the chutes shall be possible without removal of other

major components’ or large equipments in the’airplane.

3.14.4.4 Ejected case and link stowagecompartment- The case.and
link stowagecompartmentshall be provided,if requiredby the Aircraft
Detail Specification. Unless it is incompatiblewith the aircraftdesign,
the compartmentshall be undivided. The compartmentshall be undivided.
The.compart”mentshall be as close to the guns as is compatiblewith the
aircraft design. The total space provided in the compartment shall be ad-

equate to hold all ejected cases and links discharged from the full required
load of ynnunition fired. See 3.3. Provisions shall be included to facili-

tate removal of the cases and links by ground crew during re-arming of the

aircraft. The case and link chute entrances into the compartment shall be

located and constructed adequately to prevent the ejected cases from rebound-
ing irito.the gun mechanism and to prevent the cases and links in the compart-
ment’ 'f-r;rn''6~it;~<t'in~''t"h~"'!e'ritfanc4s"'duiihgr'ali'aircraft,.man”euversi,indicated
in 3.1,4 including inverted flight. The construction of the compartment shall

be adequate’ to’prevent-gases from es”cap”irigfro’m the compartment, into any .in-
hib,it”ed’or’,~v’eriti,l.itddportions, of the aircraft. !Provisions shall be in-
cluded “to prkvtiht ‘ex’plokionsdue to ‘ac’cuumlat%on of.gum gases or.o*1 fumes
in the case and link compartment. See paragraph 3.13.5. , ...
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.,.3.-14.4.5.. Electedcase and link dischargeoutlet - If the Aircraft
b~tiil specificationrequires theejected,~cases-?nd,links,to”be,discha~ged
from the aircraftduring flight,the dischargeoutlet shall be located in
accordancewith clearancerequirementsof parsgr:ph,3.16.’”Suitablestreaml-
ine. baffles, chutes,or reinforcement,..ihallbe provided to prevent t~+”
ejectedcases and links from jamming and .fr,omdamaging the aircraft,as””they
are discharged or from being sucked into the ]&t engine air intake. .’i%e
cases and links shall dischargeproperly,under all requiredflight attitudes
-and speeds..See .3.14. ,,

3.15 ;:,, ,,.:Easeo~ rearming:~dA:.r?nge&t,of gun i~$$a~l;$tiofi:ihall
facilitateefficient;.and..,safe,re?rmlngof all’,guns iride~i,a+l,lo,adink;’+d
operatingconditionsexpectedto be encounteredby the applicableaircraft
in service ashore and afloat. Rearmingprocedureshall not require ground
crews to stand or walk on fuselageor wing surfacesoutside of the desig-
nated areas provided for this purpose. Special equipmentshall not be
requiredfor rearmingthe guns unless requiredby the applicableaircraft
detail specification.

3.15.1 Rearming Instructions - Determination of tbe most ef-
ficient procedure for rearming the aircraft shall be made in accordance

with paragraph 4.2 and written instructions shall be prepared and included
in the applicable Handbook of Maintenance Instructions, Aircraft Gun
Operation and Maintenance Manual and Weapons .Loading Procedure Instructions/

Check List. This determination and preparation shall be made in conjunction
with the related requirements as specified in MIL-I-8671. Use of a maximum

number of two men for the fixed guns and ammunition portion of the rearming
procedure is”desirable.

3.15.2 Rearming time - A procedure shall be determined for re-
arming carr?er based aircraft (including servicing the guns and loading
the full required ammunition load for all guns ar,d loading other required
weapons and stores) in the time required for refueling the aircraft. The

time required for rearming the aircraft in accordance with the instructions
required in paragraph 3.15.1 shall correspond to the time required for re-
fueling the aircraft.

3.16 Clearance- The following minimum clearance require-
> fi&It.ssfiall.~b-e!,Provided,;forsin,.,the!,gUg,-i,nS,~a~l:t,iOn~,ii~,,~b% ai~cr~ft~,,,,,

,,., ,. .,,. ., ?..!1.
,,

‘ ‘3.16:? Propeller disk .cleararice.- lriall of the required

‘ positions of boresight alignment (see 3.8), a minimum clearance of six
! incfies shall be, provided between-the line-of-fire of each ,guq and all

propeller disks. , ~ ,: ,., ,,,. ,,
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3.16.2 Clearancefor ejected cases and links - If the instal-
lation providesfor the dischargeof ejected cases,and links from the air-

craft , the location and construction of the discharge outlet shall, through-
out the serviceable flight envelope, positively insure adequate clearance

between the discharged cases and links and all surfaces of the aircraft

which might be damaged by the impact of the discharged $ases and links.

3.17 Accessibility - Satisfactory access shall be provided

iri fixed gun installations to enable safe and efficient adjustment and.

maintenance of the complete gun system. Hand) holes or quickly securable
doors shall be provided in the aircraft if necessary for this purpose;

such doors, if used, shall be kept to a minimum required size and shall be
so hinged that the slip stream will tend to hold them in a closed position.

Removal of any gun shall be possible without disturbing adjacent guns.

3.17.1 Maintenance access - Convenient access shall be provided
for inspecting, cleaning, and lubricating all guns, ammunition feeding, and

ejection systems and associated equipment, such as mounts, gun pneumatic,

hydraulic and electrical systems. Sufficient space shall be provided to

permit ready removal of the gun and accessory components, etc. without the
use of special tools. Special tooling is authorized, however, for removal
of guns, ammunition, storage drums and the like, weighing in excess of 150

Dounds if necessitated by their location. but must have the prior approval

of Naval Air Systems Command.

3.17.2 Access for gun system adjustment - Access shall be pro-

vided to enable operation of the necessary hand tools gages, .checking,

fixtures, and bores ight equipment required to make proper bores ight adjust-

ment of the guns and to adjust the feed and ejection chutes as required.

3.17.3 Rearming access - Access shall be provided in all air-

craft which will enable crews to reload each gun and ammunition box or
drum co@ination and to remove ejected cases and links in accordance with
rearming requirements of paragraphs 3.15, 3.14.1, 3.14.2.

3.17.4 Gun Removal’ Access - Access shall be provided to permit

each gun to be removed in accordance with requirements of 3.9 and 3.15.2
without removal of adjacent guns and accessories.

3.18 Provisions for environmental conditions - The gun imstal-

lationk shall operate satisfactorily within the ambient temperature ranges
from -65° F”to +160” F and the humidity ranges encountered within this temper-
ature range. Suitable protection shall be provided in the aircraft to pre-

vent malfunction of guns and ammunition systems due to fungi, shock, vi-
bration, salt water spray, dust and rain storms. The gunnery systems shall

operate satisfactorily within-the altitude and speed ranges specified for
the aircraft in the applicable Aircraft Detail Specification.

●
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3.19
engineeringdata
to the Naval Air
the,requirements

3.20

-r~d-.and drawiws - ~ra~iwsand design and
pertinent to fixed gun installations shall be submitted
Systems Command as early as possible in accordance with

of MIL-1)-8706.

E??.M.L- The total weight Of the fixed gun installations
shall be a minimum consistent with strenzth zmd material requirements and

ammunition load requirements.
..

In the de~ign and construction of feed and

ejection systems, the contractor shall endeavor to reduce weight wherever

possible by using shorter chutes and lighter materials.

3.21 Dispersion - The average dispersion pattern obtained at

a recommended range of 1000 inches from the muzzle during ground firing of
five 25 round bursts for each fuselage mounted single barrel gun and three

100 round bursts for a multi-barrel gun shall be such that 80% of the pro-
jectiles lie within a 4 ~il radius about the mean point of impact (NPI).

For wing mounted guns, the dispersion radius shall be 4.5 roils when fired
under the above ‘conditions.

3.22 Systematic error (Displacement of the MT-T from the
Boresight Point) - The average radial systematic error obtained during

ground firing specified in 3.21 shall not exceed 2.25 roils for single
barrel fuselage or wing mounted guns and 2.5 roils elevation or depres-

sion and 4.75 roils azimuth for multi-barrel guns.

3.23 Workmanship - The workmanship throughout the fixed g“n

installations shall be in accordance with high-grade aircraft and ordnance

construction practice. In all respects, t~e workmanship shall be acceptable
to the Naval Air Systems Command.

4. QUALITV ASSUF!ANCE PROVISIONS

4.1 Responsibilityfor inspection- Iinlessotherwisespecified
in the contractor p“rchsseorder, tbe supplieris responsiblefor the per-
formanceof all inspectionrequirementsas specifiedherein. Except as
otherwisespecifiedin the contractor order, the suppliermay use his own
or any other facilitiessuitable for tileperformanceof the inspectionre-
quirementsspecifiedherein. unless disamroved bv the Drocurine activitv.. .
The Government. reserves the right to perform any of the”inspections set

forth. in the specification where such inspections “are deemed necessary to

assure supplies and services conform to prescribed requirements.

4.2 The following inspections and tests shall be conducted

on fixed gun installations .in naval aircraft. Additional special inspec-

tions, tests, or demonstrations may be specifically required for certain
aircraft by the Naval Air Systems Command.
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●

4.2.1 Naval Air Systems Command inspection - Authorized Naval
Air Systems Command personnel will inspect the gun installation during con-
struction and installation in the airc~aft. Approval of the installation

in process of construction will in no way constitute approval of the’ final
delivered installation prior to completion of Navy acceptance test”.

‘ 4.3 Rearmingproceduretest - The contractorshall conduct
a time and uotion study of the rearmingprocedurefor the aircraft. This
study shall includethe loadingand adjustingproceduresfor all guns,
other weapons and droppablestores. The study shall provide information
from which the most efficientrearmingproceduremay be determined. See
3.15.2. For the fixed guns, the study shall begin with (1) the’removing
of empty and partiallyempty ammunitionboxes and removingcase and,links
from the stowage compartment(s) or drums (2) servicingthe guns and the

gun charging system and (3) reloading. The reloading shall begin with the

required ammunition load (equivalent dummy ammunition may be used in the
ammunition boxes) on ground-handling equipment outside the circular area
which encompasses the extremities of the aircraft. The ammunition load

shal”l be moved into” position and loaded properly in the aircraft. ,Theam-

munition is to be supplied in the arrangement selected for the particular
aircraft involved (bulk in boxes, pre-belted in boxes, stored in bulk loader,
etc.). The ammunition shall be fed through to the normal safe-take off
position in the gun, feed chute, feed mechanism or loader as required, and

● the gun made ready for firing time and motion study for rearming the gun

shall end when the guns are ready for firing.

4.4 Pre-installation treatment - In order to insure proper

and safe handling and operation of the guns during tests and demonstrations
conducted by. th’e contractor, it is required that the guns be degreased,
cleaned, lubricated and adjusted in accordance’with instructions contained
in the publications listed in 4.4.1 below.

4.4.1 Publications for 20mm Guns - Listed below are publications

pertaining to the operation and maintenance of several 20mm guns. These

publications should be obtained and read by personnel before attempting to

handle, maintain, install or fire these guns. Information regarding the

,operation, maintenance, and firing, etc. of other guns (7.62mm to 40mm) shall

be obtained from the Naval Air Systems Coymand.

(a) NAVAIR Technical I@Ual .11-95-2 (MAm 12 GYn)
(b) NAVAIR Technical Nanual 11-1-103 (MARK 7-2 Feeder)

(c) NAVAIR Technical Manual 11-95-1 (M3 G.: and ANM2 Feeder)
(d) NAVAIR Technical Manual 11-95M61A1-1 (M61A1 Gun)
(e) NAVAIR Technical Manual 11-95M197-l (M197 Gun)

(f) NAVAIR Technical Manual 11-95M89-1 (M89 Feeder)
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4.5 Pre-firing treatment - Following the treatment required

in 4.4 and previous to firing the first round from each installed gun, it
is required that the guns and ammunition feed systems shall be inspected,

adjusted, and lubricated as required in applicable publications listed in

4.3.1. The guns shall be foresighted prior to firing. See 3.9.

4.6 Gun installation check–out - The contractor shall ”con-

duct operation checks on each aircraft prior to or after firing as required

to insure satisfactoriness of the following items in the fixed gun instal-

lations prior to delivery of the aircraft. The aircraft shall remain on

the ground during these checks. For the purpose of these checks, guns shall
be fired as required in 4.6. L. This check–out does not supplant any other
test (s) and demonstrations which may be required by the Naval Air Systems

Command.

(a) Adequacy of all mechanical fastenings and all
hydraulic pneumatic, and electrical connections in the gun firing, charging,

clearing, feeding, purging, control and heating circuits.

(b)

and pneumatic circuits.

compartment

circuits.

(c)

(d)

Continuity of the gunnery system electrical, hydraulic

Functioning of gun charging and clearing arrangement

Functioning
and gun bay.

(e) Functioning

(f) Fun. tioriing

(g) Functioning

of temperature control in anumiition

of all switches and guards in the gun

of all safety devices.

of ammunition feed mechanisms, loaders,

round, counters, and boosters.

(n) Adjustment-positioning, security of all ammunition

chuting, cartridge case ?nd link ejection chutes.

(i) Acctiracy of boresight

(j) Adequacy of clearance

3.16 and 3.17).

alignment of guns.

and accessibility (See

o
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(k) Gas tightness of blast tubes, gun
ejected case and link compartments (visual inspection) .

(1) Adequacy of ’blast reinforcement.

(m) Adequacy and condition of ejected
stowage compartment entrance.

compartmentsand

link and case

(n) Adequacy of the gun mount installation (i.e., no

aPparent ;ooseness, shifting, etc.).

4.6.i : Gun firing - The guns irieach aircraft shal~ be ground
fired as required herein except as noted in 4.6.1.1. Iminediately before
firing, all prescribed safety and operational check-out procedure must be

performed to ensure satisfactory operatiOn Of the gun system. Dumuy rounds

may be used to check-out the system prior to firing. A clean patch (cloth)

shall be passed through the bore of each gun barrel to remove excess” oil

and to ensure that the barrel is free of obstructions. The gun system shall

be filled co stated capacity. Fire a one second burst from all fixed guns
in the aircraft. All guns shall be fired simultaneously. If a stoppage.of
any gun occurs during the firing of the one second burst, the gun must again

be fired (one second burst) after the cause of the stoppage has been deter-

mined and eliminated. This firing test shall be accomplished prior to the

●
delivery of the aircraft.

,4.6.1.1 Gun firing in first five aircraft- The first two pro-
duction airplanesof any one p~uction model (modeldesignationsbeing
such as F-8A. F-4A etc.) shall have the full requiredload of ammunition
(see 3.3) fi~ed in flight from the guns unless, deviation from this require-
ment is granted by the Naval Air Systems Command. All guns shall be fired

simultaneously. The full load of ammunition shall be fired in’interrupted

100 round bursts. Adequate cooling time between burstsmpst be allowed to

prevent cook-off of the ammunition. The Naval Air Systems Command shall

be contacted to obtain the required “between bursts” time required for a

particular gun. If stoppage of the gun or failure of”any component of the

gun installation occurs, the cause shall be determined and eliminated and
the test repeated for the affected gun (s).

4.6.2
as required
cleaned and
shall be as

.Care after firing - The installations shall be checked

in 4.5 ifter firing. The guns and feed mechanisms shall be

inspected iunnediately after firing; cleaning and ‘inspection

required in publications listed in 4.3.1.

●
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5. PREPAFUTION FOR DELIVERY

5.1 The gun installationsin the aircraftshall be properly
boresighted, adjustedand servicedprior to delivery. For special treat-
ment of guns, see publications.listed in 4.4.1.

6. NOTES

6.1 Application- The requirementsin this specificationare
pertinentto the installationof fixed guns and associated equipments in all

types Of naval aircraft and shall be applicable to any particular model air-
craft if conformance to this specification is required by the applicable
Aircraft Detail Specification.

6.1.1 Modification - Modification or amplification of the
requirements of this specification, as applicable to a particular model air-
craft, will be incorporated in the Aircraft Detail Specification at the
time of its preparation. Modification or amplification of these require-
ments becoming necessary subsequent to the effective date of the applicable

aircraft contract shall be accomplished in accordance with established Naval
Air Systems Command change procedure. Requests for modification shall be
submitted in writing and shall include complete description, supporting data

and reasons for modification.

6.1.2 Waivers - Requirements of this specification’ may be
waived for specific-ations upon presentation of substantiating data

to and with approval from the Naval Air Systems Command.

6.2 -shed data - Technicaland other data required for
the installation of government furnished equipment will be supplied to the

contractor by the Naval Air Systems Command upon request. Requests for in-
formation cm gun reaction and blast forces should be forwarded to the Naval
Air Systems Command; the Naval Air Systems Command will provide all available
information. Use of technical data furnished by the Naval Air Systems Command

will not relieve the contractor of responsibility for adequate design and
construction of the gun installations.

Preparing Activity:

Navy – AS

Dod Project No. 1OO5-N526
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